3-D face registration solution with speckle encoding based spatial-temporal logical correlation algorithm.
3-D information acquisition (registration) of whole face plays a significant role in 3-D human face recognition application. In this paper, we develop a prototype of 3-D system consisting of two binocular measurement units that allows a full 3-D reconstruction by utilizing the advantages of a novel correlation algorithm. In this system, we use optical modulation to produce temporally and spatially varying high-density binary speckle patterns to encode the tested face, then propose a spatial-temporal logical correlation (STLC) stereo matching algorithm to fast determine the accurate disparity with a coarse and refined strategy. Finally the 3-D information of whole face from left- and right ear (~180°) can be obtainable by fusing the data from two measurement units. Comparative researches are performed to test a plastic model and a real human face by simulating real application situations. The results verify the feasibility and good performances of our computational frameworks and experimental configuration in terms of accuracy and time cost, which show a good application prospect in our future 3-D human face recognition research.